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Abstract
Objective To use mathematical and economic models to predict the
epidemiological and economic impact of vaccination with Bexsero,
designed to protect against group B meningococcal disease, to help
inform vaccine policy in the United Kingdom.

Design Modelling study.

Setting England.

Population People aged 0-99.

Interventions Incremental impact of introductory vaccine strategies
simulated with a transmission dynamic model of meningococcal infection
and vaccination including potential herd effects. Model parameters
included recent evidence on the vaccine characteristics, disease burden,
costs of care, litigation costs, and loss of quality of life from disease,
including impacts on family and network members. The health impact
of vaccination was assessed through cases averted and quality adjusted
life years (QALYs) gained.

Main outcome measures Cases averted and cost per QALY gained
through vaccination; programmes were deemed cost effective against
a willingness to pay of £20 000 (€25 420, $32 677) per QALY gained
from an NHS and personal and social services perspective.

Results In the short term, case reduction is greatest with routine infant
immunisation (26.3% of cases averted in the first five years). This strategy
could be cost effective at £3 (€3.8, $4.9) a vaccine dose, given several
favourable assumptions and the use of a quality of life adjustment factor.
If the vaccine can disrupt meningococcal transmission more cases are
prevented in the long term with an infant and adolescent combined
programme (51.8% after 30 years), which could be cost effective at £4
a vaccine dose. Assuming the vaccine reduces acquisition by 30%,
adolescent vaccination alone is the most favourable strategy

economically, but takes more than 20 years to substantially reduce the
number of cases.

Conclusions Routine infant vaccination is the most effective short term
strategy and could be cost effective with a low vaccine price. Critically,
if the vaccine reduces carriage acquisition in teenagers, the combination
of infant and adolescent vaccination could result in substantial long term
reductions in cases and be cost effective with competitive vaccine pricing.

Introduction
Invasive meningococcal disease is a serious bacterial infection
mainly affecting young children. The disease progresses rapidly,
has a fatality rate of 5-10%,1 and a considerable proportion of
survivors have long term disabling sequelae such as deafness,
neurological impairments, and amputation.2Conjugate vaccines
have been successfully used to protect against disease caused
by meningococci with ACWY capsular polysaccharides.3Until
recently, however, there has not been a vaccine providing broad
protection against the diverse group B strains. In 2011,
meningococcal group B was responsible for 82% of the 926
laboratory confirmed cases of meningococcal disease in England
and Wales.4 There are natural fluctuations in the incidence of
the disease over time and by location, the reasons for which are
generally poorly understood, so there is uncertainty over how
the incidence of disease will develop in the future and whether
the current comparatively low incidence in the United Kingdom
will persist, decline further, or increase.
In January 2013, Bexsero, a five component vaccine developed
by Novartis to protect against group B meningococcal disease,
was licensed in Europe, raising the prospect of effective control
of virtually all meningococcal disease through vaccination. In
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July 2013, however, the Joint Committee on Vaccination and
Immunisation, the independent committee advising the UK
Government on vaccine policy, released an interim statement
advising against the introduction of routine infant or adolescent
immunisation.5 The announcement led to swift responses from
charities, clinicians, academics, and politicians challenging the
statement and calling for vaccine introduction.6 7 In particular
the committee’s conclusion that “. . . on the basis of the available
evidence, routine infant or toddler immunisation using Bexsero
is highly unlikely to be cost-effective at any vaccine price. . .”
was criticised as being opaque, as previous published analyses
had indicated that vaccination could be cost effective at a low
vaccine price.8

We assessed the epidemiological and economic impact of
Bexsero vaccination in England, substantially revising a
previously published mathematical model8 to incorporate new
evidence and deal with the concerns raised by stakeholders as
part of the consultation responses to the interim statement from
the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation
including: the representation of disease burden in the models,
costs of treatment and care, losses of quality of life in affected
patients and those close to them, litigation costs, and the
appropriate choice of discount rate for public health
interventions.

Methods
Model
There is evidence to suggest Bexsero can disrupt meningococcal
carriage9 so we used a transmission dynamic model to capture
both the direct and indirect effects of vaccination in England.
We used a susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model to
represent the transmission of meningococcal carriage (fig 1⇓).
This model is described fully elsewhere8 and briefly here. The
model is structured into 100 age classes (0-99 years). Individuals
are born susceptible (S), might become carriers of a
meningococcal strain that is vaccine preventable (M) or
non-vaccine preventable (N), and after a period of time clear
carriage and recover (r) to return to the susceptible state.
Age specific forces of infection were assumed to be constant
over time for meningococcal strains that are non-vaccine
preventable. The force of infection for strains that are vaccine
preventable varies over time according to the number of carriers
of vaccine preventable strains in the population and age specific
contact rates. Cases are generated by applying a case:carrier
ratio to the number of new carriage acquisitions by using
previously specified functions8 (fitted values are presented in
table 1⇓). Age specific rates of disease incidence were based
on all meningococcal capsular groups.
We considered all serogroups in our model because, though
Bexsero was designed to protect against meningococcal group
B, the protein antigens in the vaccine are also present in
non-group B strains and thus it can be expected to offer some
protection against non-group B strains.
The age specific population was based on a 2011 birth cohort
experiencing current rates of natural mortality.When vaccination
is introduced, a proportion of individuals move into vaccinated
compartments dependent on the age specific uptake rate (ui)
(fig1⇓). Vaccinated individuals were assumed to acquire
immunity after their second dose of vaccine. Vaccinated
individuals with immunity (compartments VNIi, VSIi, andVMIi)
could have a degree of protection against carriage acquisition
as well as disease. Immunity can wane over time, in which case
individuals then have the same risks of infection as unvaccinated

individuals (compartments VNi, VSi, and VMi). Vaccination
compartments were further stratified into routine infant, routine
adolescent, or catch up programmes to allow for different
durations of protection from vaccination between the different
elements of the vaccine programme, as was seen after the
meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine campaign.10

The model was parameterised by using carriage estimates from
a recent systematic review11 and disease data for England by
using an assortative populationmixing pattern, found to perform
well in modelling of meningococcal group C vaccination in the
UK.12 After meningococcal disease, individuals can survive
without sequelae, survive with sequelae (with a reduced quality
of life), or die. We also included non-meningococcal deaths and
adjusted natural mortality rates to remove deaths from
meningococcal disease as these are modelled separately. We
ran models for a 100 year period with all parameters respecting
this time horizon to capture the costs and benefits of vaccination
over people’s lifetimes. For routine programmes with
vaccination each year this means some cohorts have incomplete
follow-up in the model, although the effects of this are mostly
mitigated through discounting future costs and benefits.

Parameter values
Full details of the model parameters are in the appendix. The
Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation considered
several iterations of analyses of the impact and cost effectiveness
of different vaccination strategies with Bexsero. Table 2 shows
changes in the sources of data used previously and the inclusion
of certain types of data for comparison.⇓
Recent surveillance data from laboratory confirmations and
hospital episode statistics (HES) indicate that the numbers of
cases of meningococcal disease continues to decline, thus the
time period chosen for calculations is important. Data from the
Notifications of Infectious Disease provides the longest time
trend for meningococcal cases in England and Wales, though
interpreting these data is complicated by the fact that reporting
has changed over time (fig 2⇓). In addition to the natural
fluctuation in case numbers, large increases were associated
with the two world wars, and the introduction of the
meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine in 1999 resulted in
a substantial decrease in cases. We used an average incidence
over a longer time period (2005-06 to 2011-12) than used
previously8 to account for long term trends and used hospital
episode statistics data as not all cases are laboratory confirmed.
We included losses of quality of life during the acute disease
episode, deriving estimates from a recent Public Health England
study using EQ-5DY in children up to a year after the illness
(Iain Kennedy, personal communication). Long term reductions
in quality of life for survivors with sequelae were estimated by
using data from the MOSAIC study (appendix), a case-control
study of children surviving meningococcal group B disease.2
The proportion of survivors with sequelae and the long term
cost (health and personal and social services) were estimated
from the same study. Some cases were assumed to result in
claims against the NHS, attracting legal costs and damages not
related to quality of life (damages related to quality of life were
not included because loss of quality of life is explicitly modelled
as utility loss, thus costs to compensate for such loss are not
included to avoid double counting). Litigation costs have not
historically been considered inmodels that assess vaccine impact
in the UK but do represent costs to the NHS and thus are
included here based on data from the NHS Litigation Authority.
We assumed the total cost was split into 20 equal annual
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payments and allowed for a delay in the case arising and the
first payout to allow for the legal process.
The Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation code
of practice states adjustment factors should be applied to
modelled benefits or costs when there is good reason to believe
that these are underestimated or overestimated and that the
incremental cost effectiveness ratio should then be judged
against a £20 000 threshold per quality adjusted life year
(QALY).13 This is analogous to the National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence approach of allowing technologies, given
certain situations, to be recommended at thresholds above £20
000. The use of an adjustment factor was first raised by the Joint
Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation in relation to
Bexsero and meningococcal disease in April 2013.14 Because
of concerns over whether the EQ-5D could fully capture long
term losses of utility in survivors of meningococcal disease or
losses in children, considerations of the differential societal
value of equal QALY measures of severe and relatively mild
disease, and the innovative nature of the Bexsero vaccine, in
October 2013 the Joint Committee on Vaccination and
Immunisation specified a QALY adjustment factor (QAF) of
three for use in the models.15 Currently unpublished work from
Al-Janabi and colleagues has shown losses of quality of life in
family of survivors and network members as well as survivors
themselves.16 In a UK wide prospective cross sectional study
of 1600 individuals close to someone who had survived
meningitis, they estimated the impact of sequelae on family
members’ quality of life. Aggregating quality of life losses in
the family network, they estimated that the losses of quality of
life to the family network could be around 48% of the size of
quality of losses to the survivor, in families in which the person
with disease had sequelae. Based on this evidence, in modelled
scenario analyses we assumed the loss of quality of life to the
family and network to be proportional (48%) to that experienced
by the patient and is therefore affected by the choice of quality
of life adjustment factor. The study by Al-Janabi and colleagues
did not measure the impact of death on family members’ quality
of life, therefore a modification wasmade to account for QALYs
being lost in bereaved family members rather than through
sequelae (using evidence of the impact of bereavement on
parents’ quality of life17 and comparing the loss of quality of
life experienced by survivors with sequelae in the study with
the loss of quality of life from death). In this case the additional
loss of quality of life experienced by the bereaved family and
network members was assumed to be equivalent to 9% of the
QALYs lost by the death of the person with meningococcal
disease.

Vaccine strategies and characteristics
We considered several vaccine strategies (table 3⇓), targeting
age groups in which incidence is high (infants) and transmission
is thought to be greatest (adolescents).We assumed 88% vaccine
strain coverage based on a study that used a serum bactericidal
antibody assay (which seems more sensitive than the
meningococcal antigen typing system (MATS) test).18
Vaccinated individuals were assumed to have 95% protection
against disease based on immunogenicity studies19 20 and 30%
protection against carriage acquisition based on a recent trial.9
The duration of vaccine protection was based on data from
clinical trials of Bexsero and estimates from other
meningococcal vaccines in use, such as the meningococcal
group C conjugate vaccine. We included the costs of treating
medically attended adverse reactions but not related losses of
quality of life as the adverse reactions were assumed to be of
short duration and without lifelong effects. Because of concerns

around fever rates when Bexsero is given concomitantly with
other vaccines, we included separate rates and costs for
medically attended mild fever (age stratified), which were
assume to require a GP consultation, and febrile convulsions
requiring a hospital admission.We also includedmild non-fever
reactions requiring a GP visit and anaphylaxis requiring a
hospital stay.
Vaccine trials measured antibody responses one month after
receipt of the vaccine so protection is assumed to start onemonth
after the second dose. In the reduced infant schedule specified
by the Joint Committee of Vaccination and Immunisation (2,
4, and 12 months), protection was assumed to start five days
after the second dose; though this schedule is “off indication,”
studies have shown good antibody responses after two vaccine
doses21 and observations from other vaccines have shown notable
increases in antibody titres five to seven days after vaccination.
While Bexsero was designed to protect against capsular group
B meningococci, the protein antigens in the vaccine are also
present in non-group B strains. Given this, we investigated the
effect of removing the infant (3 month) meningococcal group
C conjugate vaccine dose while delivering infant vaccination
with Bexsero according to the licensed indication (three priming
doses and a booster). We assumed this would not affect the
number of cases of group C meningitis observed because a
teenage meningococcal group C conjugate booster has recently
been introduced, which is anticipated to maintain herd
protection, and the use of Bexsero in infancy can be expected
to provide a level of direct protection against group C cases in
this age group (thus the net change in this scenario is to reduce
the cost of meningococcal vaccination only). The price paid by
the UK government for vaccines is confidential, therefore we
assumed ameningococcal group C vaccine cost of £7.50 (€9.53,
$12.25), the current list price for Meningitec.22

Cost effectiveness analyses
Our primary outcomes were cases and deaths averted and
QALYs gained under vaccination, compared with the current
situation in which cases are treated as they arise. Costs were
measured in pounds at 2011 prices, with costs from previous
years inflated with the Hospital and Community Health Services
pay and price index. Costs and benefits were assumed to occur
at the start of the year, with future costs and benefits discounted
at 3.5%23 (base case) or 1.5%.24Analyses were undertaken from
the NHS and personal and social services perspective and
strategies were considered cost effective if the discounted cost
per QALY gained was <£20 000.13

Scenario analyses
We ran scenarios assuming no herd effects, higher and lower
vaccine strain coverage, lower disease incidence, with and
without litigation costs and family and network losses of quality
of life, and excluding the quality of life adjustment factor.

Results
The model estimates 1447 cases of meningococcal disease (all
capsular groups) and 59 deaths occur annually in the absence
of vaccination against group B meningococcal disease. We
predict that in the first five years of a 2, 3, 4, and 12 month
infant programme, 26.3% of cases would be averted (fig 3⇓);
this relatively low percentage, despite the high vaccine uptake,
is driven by the short duration of vaccine protection and
incomplete vaccine strain coverage. Projections for cases averted
under the 2, 4, and 12 months strategy are only 0.3% lower than
for the 2, 3, 4, and 12 months schedule because the level of
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protection is assumed to be almost identical. In the short term
maximal case reduction is achieved through routine infant
vaccination with one-off catch up in children aged 1-4 years.
Long termmaximal reduction is achieved by combining routine
infant (2, 3, 4, and 12 months) and adolescent (13 years)
vaccination, reducing annual cases by 48.8% in 10 years and
59.7% in 20 years. Adolescent vaccination without an infant
programme, however, has little short term impact (3.4% case
reduction over five years) because the highest incidence of
disease is in young children and it takes considerable time for
herd effects to protect infants (fig 3⇓ and fig 4⇓). While
individuals would require six doses for a combined infant and
adolescent programme, a phased reduction could be possible
once herd effects are established, removing the dose at 3 months
10 years into the programme as part of a switching strategy;
this could prevent 46.2% of cases over 20 years.
In the principal analyses none of the programmes were cost
effective at the Bexsero list price (£75 a dose, table 4⇓). With
a reduction in vaccine price, however, all strategies could be
cost effective, albeit in some cases at low prices (≤£3 a dose
for routine infant vaccination). Use of a reduced schedule in
infants or removal of the infant meningococcal group C vaccine
results in a considerable reduction in programme costs, thus
these strategies could be cost effective at higher vaccine prices
(£6-7 a dose). In formal incremental analyses, adolescent
vaccination with catch up was relatively the most cost effective
strategy; all strategies without adolescent vaccination were
dominated. Though 1.5% discounting for costs and benefits
increased the threshold vaccine prices, they all remained well
below the list price.
The results are highly sensitive to vaccine profile assumptions
(table 5⇓). If we assume no herd effects, maximal case reduction
is achieved by targeting infants in whom disease incidence is
high; even without herd effects 24% of cases are averted over
five years (2, 3, 4, and 12 month programme). This strategy
could be cost effective at £1 a dose.With only direct protection,
adolescent vaccination averts few cases because of the low
incidence in this age group (4.2% over 20 years) and is not cost
effective at any vaccine price. Scenarios that assume vaccine
efficacy against carriage of 10% or 20% illustrate that herd
effects are critical for the impact and cost effectiveness of
routine adolescent vaccination, but because of the assumed low
carriage prevalence in infants the assumed vaccine impact on
carriage is less important in the consideration of routine infant
vaccination alone (table 6⇓). The predicted vaccine strain
coverage by themeningococcal antigen typing system test varies
by country because of variations in the circulating strains and
can be used as a proxy for changes in strain coverage over time
within a country. If the lowest known strain coverage (66%,
Canada) is combined with the assumption of no herd effects
(fig 5⇓), the only cost effective strategies are those in infants
with removal of a dose of meningococcal vaccine with a vaccine
price of £1-2 a dose. The assumed duration of protection is also
particularly important for adolescent strategies; if the vaccine
protected individuals for an average of three rather than 10
years, vaccination would not be cost effective with 3.5%
discounting, even with herd effects (table 6⇓).
In scenario analyses we combined several vaccine favourable
and conservative parameters (table 7⇓). These are extreme
scenarios because it is unlikely that all positive or negative
assumptions will coincide, however they frame the range of
possible outcomes. Under “vaccine conservative” assumptions
(lower disease incidence, 66% strain coverage, no herd effects
or litigation costs) the percentage of cases averted is 40% lower
than the base case, and none of the strategies is cost effective

at any vaccine price.With “favourable” assumptions (91% strain
coverage, 60% vaccine efficacy against carriage, including
litigation costs and losses of quality of life in family and network
members, with 1.5% discounting) all strategies are cost effective
if the vaccine is competitively priced (£14 a dose for 2, 3, 4,
and 12 months vaccination, £20 a dose for routine infant and
adolescent vaccination, and £63 a dose for adolescent
vaccination alone).
The valuation of the impact of disease on the person directly
affected as well as their family and network members has a
large influence on the cost effectiveness of vaccination. Under
the infant programme, inclusion of losses of quality of life in
the family and network members of those affected by
meningococcal disease doubles the threshold vaccine price that
would be considered cost effective (table 6⇓). Removal of the
quality of life adjustment factor from the analyses considerably
reduces the estimated QALYs gained through vaccination, with
the infant programme not reaching the cost effective threshold
at any vaccine price with 3.5% discounting.

Discussion
Principal findings
Our findings indicate that infant immunisation against meningitis
(at 2, 3, 4, and 12 months) maximises case reduction in the short
term, preventing 26.3% of cases in the first five years of the
programme, and could be cost effective with the vaccine priced
at £3 a dose assuming 88% vaccine strain coverage, 30%
efficacy against carriage acquisition, and 95% efficacy against
disease, disease incidence based on a long term average, and
with the inclusion of a quality of life adjustment factor. If similar
levels of protection could be achieved with removal of the infant
meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine or by using a 2, 4,
and 12 months schedule this would be more economically
favourable and could be cost effective at a cost of £6-7 a dose,
or up to £22 a dose if several further vaccine favourable
assumptions were combined. Routine adolescent vaccination is
the superior strategy economically but depends critically on the
vaccine disrupting meningococcal transmission and takes many
years to have any real impact on disease if it is used without an
infant programme. Combined infant and adolescent strategies
achieve the greatest impact (29.1% reduction over five years,
37.0% over 10 years) and are cost effective at a cost of £4-6 a
dose. Modification of the discount rate to 1.5% for costs and
benefits instead of 3.5% improves the cost effectiveness of
vaccination.

Strengths and limitations
We have incorporated new evidence and covered key concerns
of stakeholders and critics of the original interim statement from
the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation. While
NICE guidance states that health outcomes should be included
for patients and carers,23 24 in practice this is rarely done. We
have shown in scenario analyses that their inclusion can
considerably improve the cost effectiveness of vaccination
Ours is not the first modelling study to consider losses of quality
of life in people other than those directly affected by the
disease.25 Given that it can be argued that there are implications
for family and network members with any disease, and that the
addition of “network quality of life losses” can alter the vaccine
price that is considered cost effective, it is important that
methods supporting policy decisions are consistent. We used a
transmission dynamic model to appropriately capture both the
direct and indirect effects of vaccination and show that the
impact of Bexsero on carriage is critical to the impact on public
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health and the cost effectiveness of vaccination, particularly for
adolescent strategies.
Assumptions about disease incidence are also highly influential.
We are currently experiencing low rates of disease, which might
increase in the future, thus we used an average incidence of
disease over several years and used data from hospital episode
statistics, which allows for the under-ascertainment of cases
through laboratory confirmations alone; this does mean,
however, that the base case model assumes a much greater
incidence than currently experienced, which in the short term
is vaccine favourable.
Because of the potentially high rates of fever in infants when
Bexsero is given concomitantly with other vaccines, options
are currently being considered for the provision of prophylactic
paracetamol, though we chose not to include this in our models
principally because it is not clear if and how this would be
provided by the NHS. Concomitant paracetamol with routine
vaccinations has not previously been recommended because of
evidence indicating that this could result in lower antibody
responses to some antigens.26 A recent study considering
prophylactic paracetamol given with routine vaccinations and
Bexsero, however, resulted in reduced rates of fever in infants
with no apparent clinically relevant decreases in immune
responses to any of the vaccines given.27

We recognise that mathematical models are a simplification of
the real world setting. We assumed that the life expectancy for
survivors of meningococcal disease is the same as those who
have not experienced the disease. There is some evidence
suggesting this is not the case,28 though the differences seem
small. While this would lead to underestimation of QALY gains
through vaccination, we believe this is outweighed by the fact
the model assumes a perfect state of health for individuals not
affected by disease, though this declines with age.29 Our model
captures the long term costs of care for those with sequelae in
a simple form, assuming a constant cost over the person’s life
when in fact support needs might change. Because of the
availability of data, we took a similar approach for the family
and network impact of disease.We included costs, but not losses
of quality of life, for vaccine adverse reactions as is standard
practice.While these reactions are transient, inclusion of impacts
on quality of life would result in vaccination seeming less
economically favourable. Our models do not include strain
replacement or the possible negative effects of reducing bacterial
carriage, thus might be optimistic.

Comparison with other studies
Several European countries have considered, but not
recommended, universal vaccination. In France,30 the
Netherlands,31 andOntario, Canada,32 economicmodels indicated
that vaccination was unlikely to be cost effective; in Spain the
vaccine was not recommended on epidemiological grounds.33
Thus far the vaccine has been used only in the private market
in Europe and in response to outbreaks in the United States,
although currently unlicensed there. A modelling study by the
manufacturer considering the epidemiological impact of Bexsero
also found that maximal case reduction was achieved through
routine infant vaccination in the short term and adolescent
vaccination in the long term, assuming a high vaccine efficacy
against carriage (67%).34 A study in Normandy that used a
meningococcal group B outer membrane vesicle based vaccine
(a component of Bexsero) found high levels of protection (85%
carriage reduction in unadjusted analyses), but few carriers were
observed overall.35 Results from a clinical trial of Bexsero on
carriage suggest that the individual impact is considerably lower.

Implications for policy makers
While a probabilistic model would allow the parameter
uncertainty to be fully captured, the substantial uncertainty
surrounding vaccine protection is unlikely to be resolvedwithout
its use in a population setting. Given this, policy makers must
make judgments about which assumptions are more likely,
whether cost effectiveness is key, and, if not, under what
circumstances should vaccination be implemented. We
undertook substantial scenario analyses, including combinations
of favourable and conservative vaccine assumptions, to provide
estimates of the upper and lower bounds for impact and cost
effectiveness. Models can be valuable tools to gain a greater
understanding of the potential impact of an intervention, but
there is inherent uncertainty associated with such modelling
and value judgments need to be made.36 There is considerable
demand for the meningococcal vaccine, both from the public
and from clinicians, driven by the severity of the disease and
the fact that children are those at greatest risk. Proponents argue
that preventive interventions, particularly in children, should
be given greater weight and that society places greater value on
averting rare cases of severe disease rather than frequent
instances of mild disease.37Models can inform decision makers
of the impact of such alternative preferences.
Our findings have informed the Joint Committee on Vaccination
and Immunisation statement on the use of Bexsero in the UK,
which can recommended a vaccine only if it is deemed cost
effective.13 The consideration of Bexsero is the first time the
committee has used the guidance from the Working Group on
Uncertainty in Vaccine Evaluation and Procurement to assess
the cost effectiveness of vaccination, including the provision
for quality of life and cost adjustment factors. This method
represents a change in the process of vaccine assessment but is
analogous to NICE’smethod of technology assessment, in which
technologies might be approved, in special circumstances, even
if the incremental cost effectiveness ratio is above £20 000. It
will be important that the Joint Committee on Vaccination and
Immunisation is explicit about the reasons and justification for
the value of the adjustment factors to ensure consistency across
vaccine decisions.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that routine infant vaccination could be cost
effective in England under favourable assumptions if the vaccine
could be procured at <20% of the list price. This is the most
favourable option because it targets those most at risk of disease,
and the impact of uncertainty over carriage disruption is limited
because carriage prevalence is low in young children.11 The
impact of a routine adolescent programme rests on how much
the vaccine disrupts carriage, and further research is needed to
answer this question. Surveillance after implementation will be
crucial to determining the true effectiveness of the vaccine.
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What is already known on this topic

The first broadly protective vaccine against meningococcal group B disease (Bexsero) was licensed in Europe in January 2013
In July the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation advised against the introduction of this vaccine in the UK on grounds of
cost effectiveness; no other country has yet recommended vaccination
The UK interim statement was challenged by charities, clinicians, academics, and politicians, who called for introduction of the vaccine,
particularly as previous published analyses had indicated that it could be cost effective

What this study adds

Model estimates incorporating new evidence and a quality of life adjustment factor and covering key concerns of critics of the Joint
Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation interim statement indicate that infant immunisation maximises case reduction in the short
term (preventing 26.3% of cases in the first five years) and could be cost effective in England under favourable assumptions with a low
vaccine price (range £3-22)
These results have been used to inform the committee’s final statement on the use of Bexsero in the UK, which recommended routine
infant immunisation at 2, 4, and 12 months of age, subject to a cost effective vaccine price
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Tables

Table 1| Parameters for risk of developing invasive disease after person has become infected for baseline dynamic model, estimated with
data on disease incidence from 2005-06 to 2011-12, and duration of carriage of six months in study of re-evaluating cost effectiveness of
vaccination (Bexsero) against meningococcal disease

Individuals aged ≥1 yearChildren aged <1 yearParameter

0.02309−0.00186ρ

0.001520.01548ς

0.00014−0.01436σ

2.97×10−6−3.94072τ

0.989946.24003υ

5.044830.00522φ
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Table 2| Changes in data sources included in modelling assessment of impact and cost effectiveness of vaccination (Bexsero) against
meningococcal disease according to timing of consideration by Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation

February 2014April 2013February 2011Data source

201120112008Reference year

Longer term average (2005-06 to
2011-12), higher incidence

Recent data (2008-09 to 2009-10), low
incidence*

Recent data (2004-05 to 2005-06),
low incidence

Incidence and case fatality (HES data,
principal analyses)

IncludedNot includedNot includedQuality of life adjustment factor

Included (because of availability of new
data)

Not includedNot includedQuality of life losses associated with acute
disease

MOSAIC study, after application of quality
of life adjustment factor

MOSAIC studyAssumption based on literature60-62Quality of life loss (utility decrement) for
survivors with sequelae

Included in scenario analysesNot includedNot includedQuality of life losses in family and network
members

MOSAIC studyFrom systematic review of
meningococcal meningitis63

From systematic review of
meningococcal meningitis63

Proportion of survivors with mild and severe
sequelae

MOSAIC studyAssumedAssumedCosts of support/care for those with
sequelae

IncludedNot includedNot includedLitigation costs associated with
meningococcal disease

88%73%100%Vaccine strain coverage

95%95%75%Vaccine efficacy against disease

Assumed (based onmeningococcal group
C vaccine and New Zealand
meningococcal group B membrane
vesicle vaccine experience, Bexsero
clinical trials, and European Public
Assessment Report)

Assumed (based on meningococcal
group C vaccine and New Zealand
meningococcal group B membrane
vesicle vaccine experience, Bexsero
clinical trials, and European Public
Assessment Report)

Assumed (based on meningococcal
group C vaccine and New Zealand
meningococcal group B outer
membrane vesicle vaccine
experience)

Vaccine adverse reactions

Standard DH costs (vaccine delivery
payments)

Standard DH costs (vaccine delivery
payments)

Opportunity costsCosts of vaccine administration

List priceAssumptionAssumptionCost per vaccine dose

£20 000£20 000£30 000Threshold for willingness to pay (per QALY
gained)

3.5% for costs and benefits, and 1.5% for
costs and benefits

3.5% for costs and benefits3.5% for first 30 years, 3.0% in years
31-75, 2.5% thereafter for costs and
benefits

Discount rates (principal analyses)

HES=hospital episodes statistics; QALY=quality adjusted life year; DH=Department of Health.
*Compared with previous analysis, HES team used new algorithm to identify unique patients within data, which resulted in reduction in number of cases; number
of cases reported through HES, however, remained higher than those obtained through laboratory reports.
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Table 3| Vaccination strategies modelled with base case vaccination parameters in re-assessment of cost effectiveness of vaccination
(Bexsero) against meningococcal disease

Months of protection after catch upOne-off catch up
Months of protection* after priming (booster)

doseRoutine strategy

Routine infant

——18 (36)2, 3, 4, and 12 months

——18 (36)2, 3, 4, and 12 months†

——18 (36)2, 4, and 12 months

601-4 years‡18 (36)2, 3, 4, and 12 months

Routine adolescent

——12013 years‡

12014-17 years‡12013 years

Routine infant and adolescent

——18 (36); 1202, 3, 4, and 12 months; 13 years

——18 (36); 1202, 4, and 12 months; 13 years

See above for individual strategiesSwitching strategy§

*Waning protection from vaccination implemented as rate equal to 1/months protection.
†Additional component: remove costs of infant meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine
‡Vaccination in adolescents and catch-up cohorts modelled as two dose schedule, two months apart.
§Switching strategy consisted of vaccination at 2, 3, 4, and 12 months and 13 years, switching after 10 years to 2, 4, and 12 months and 13 years.
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Table 4| Results from dynamic model of cost effectiveness of vaccination (Bexsero) against meningococcal disease. Comparison of
vaccination strategies (vaccination v no vaccination) assuming 30% vaccine efficacy against carriage acquisition

1.5% discounting for
costs and benefits

3.5% discounting for
costs and benefitsUndiscounted

Scenario
description

Vaccine
price (£) for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000

Cost
(£)/QALY
gained†

Vaccine
price (£) for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000

Cost
(£)/QALY
gained†

Net cost of
vaccination

(£m)*
QALY
gained

Life years
saved

Deaths
averted

Cases with
sequelae
averted

Cases
averted

8151 4003221 00019 309.8166 81249 5031 11710 51352 1522, 3, 4, and 12 months

11144 0006210 50018 352.3166 81249 5031 11710 51352 1522, 3, 4, and 12 months
(with removal of infant
meningococcal group
C conjugate vaccine
cost)

13110 8007163 10013 927.3165 62349 1571 11010 44051 7892, 4 and 12 months

8149 7003219 70019 604.7171 75050 9731 14410 71653 1652, 3, 4, and 12 months
with 2 dose catch up
in 1-4 years

2762 10014104 9007946.1184 69169 7152 51112 28962 16513 years

2860 30014102 7008142.5196 54473 9982 61312 78364 66713 years with 2 dose
catch up in 14-17
years

9131 6004199 00028 200.3285 609100 1523 18118 15391 3042, 3, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years

13107 3006163 30022 810.5284 93199 9533 17818 11691 1182, 4 and 12 months
and 13 years

13111 6005174 00023 348.2285 121100 0083 17818 12391 1542, 3, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years switching
after 10 years to 2, 4,
and 12 months and 13
years

QALY=quality adjusted life year.
*Additional cost of vaccination less costs averted through reduction in cases.
†Figures rounded to nearest 100.
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Table 5| Results from dynamic model of cost effectiveness of vaccination (Bexsero) against meningococcal disease. Comparison of
vaccination strategies (vaccination v no vaccination) assuming 0% vaccine efficacy against carriage acquisition

1.5% discounting for
costs and benefits

3.5% discounting for
costs and benefitsUndiscounted

Scenario
description

Vaccine
price for
cost/QALY
gained
<£20 000

Cost per
QALY
gained†

Vaccine
price for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000

Cost per
QALY
gained†

Net cost of
vaccination

(£m)*
QALY
gained

Life years
saved

Deaths
averted

Cases
with

sequelae
averted

Cases
averted

88% strain coverage

5181 4001263 10019 658.8140 98341 1368568 84343 7832, 3, 4, and 12 months

2228 500NP331 60029 681.9168 63153 0871 14310 41251 6852, 3, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years

66% strain coverage

1246 800NP356 10020 142.8105 73630 8526426 63232 8372, 3, 4, and 12 months

5235 2002339 60019 185.3105 73630 8526426 63232 8372, 3, 4, and 12 months
(with removal of infant
meningococcal group
C conjugate vaccine
cost)

5183 3001265 70014 757.3104 77430 5736366 57332 5422, 4, and 12 months

1246 400NP358 40020 467.5108 17131 5186516 73133 3232, 3, 4, and 12 months
with 2 dose catch up in
1-4 years

NP627 900NP927 10010 100.820 8509 0082171 184596213 years

NP621 600NP923 80010 422.921 8339 4572241 221615013 years with 2 dose
catch-up in 14-17
years

NP309 400NP447 40030 245.0126 47339 8158577 80938 7632, 3, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years

NP256 800NP372 10024859.512551139 5368527 74938 4682, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years

NP266 200NP394 80025 397.5125 67039 5838527 75538 4982, 3, 4, and 12 months
and 13 years switching
after 10 years to 2, 4,
and 12 months and 13
years

QALY=quality adjusted life year; NP=not possible (vaccine <£1/dose).
*Additional cost of vaccination less costs averted through reduction in cases.
†Figures rounded to nearest 100.
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Table 6| Selected scenarios from dynamicmodel of cost effectiveness of vaccination (Bexsero) against meningococcal disease (vaccination
v no vaccination)

1.5% discounting for
costs and benefits

3.5%discounting for costs
and benefitsUndiscounted

Scenario
description

Vaccine
price for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000
Cost/QALY
gained†

Vaccine
price for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000
Cost/QALY
gained†

Net cost of
vaccination

(£m)*
QALY
gained

Life years
saved

Deaths
averted

Cases with
sequelae
averted

Cases
averted

2, 3, 4, and 12 months

8151 4003221 00019 309.8166 81249 5031 11710 51352 152Base case

7159 4002232 30019 414.3159 07146 9901 03810 01349 64420% VEC

6169 2002246 00019 530.1150 50044 2139519 45946 86710% VEC

3257 800NP365 30019 309.896 34549 5031 11710 51352 152With quality of
life adjustment
factor=1 (no
adjustment)

11110 8006161 50019 309.8227 57549 5031 11710 51352 152With family and
network quality
of life losses

4186 4001269 30019 720.6137 35040 8228908 57642 518Reduced
duration of
protection (18;
18‡)

13 years

2762 10014104 9007 946.1184 69169 7152 51112 28962 165Base case

1692 7007150 8008 665.8130 59649 7641 7288 51743 07420% VEC

5163 900NP256 7009 368.477 42530 2129774 90024 76310% VEC

3200 200NP302 4009 536.963 02223 8097893 95719 997Reduced
duration of
protection (3
years)

QALY=quality adjusted life year; VEC=vaccine efficacy against carriage acquisition; NP=not possible (vaccine <£1/dose).
*Additional cost of vaccination less costs averted through reduction in cases.
†Figures rounded to nearest 100.
‡Average months of protection after priming and booster doses.
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Table 7| Results from dynamic model of cost effectiveness of vaccination (Bexsero) against meningococcal disease. Comparison of
vaccination strategies (vaccination v no vaccination) assuming vaccine favourable or conservative parameters

DiscountedUndiscounted

Scenario description

Vaccine
price for
cost/QALY
gained <£20

000
Cost/QALY
gained†

Net cost of
vaccination

(£m)*QALY gained
Life years
saved

Deaths
averted

Cases with
sequelae
averted

Cases
averted

Vaccine favourable parameters (see main text for description)

1495 00018 968.0261 78357 5201 35312 13460 2542, 3, 4, and 12 months

1890 30018 010.5261 78357 5201 35312 13460 2542, 3, 4, and 12 months (with
removal of infant
meningococcal group C
conjugate vaccine cost)

2269 10013 585.0260 21557 1851 34612 06359 9042, 4, and 12 months

1593 50019 246.2270 43559 4851 39312 39861 5762, 3, 4, and 12 months with 2
dose catch up in 1-4 years

6324 8006 386.0402 701113 0884 22720 549103 98013 years

6523 9006 480.8430 083120 3974 41021 432108 45113 years with 2 dose catch up
in 14-17 years

2075 40027 225.8486 513132 0884 57023 264117 5032, 3, 4, and 12 months and 13
years

2661 00021 831.3486 038131 9844 56923 250117 4332, 4, and 12 months and 13
years

2463 60022 369.1486 284132 0374 57023 257117 4672, 3, 4, and 12 months and 13
years switching after 10 years
to 2, 4, and 12 months and 13
years

Vaccine conservative parameters (see main text for description)

NP427 60020 833.990 23626 9655625 60627 7752, 3, 4, and 12 months

NP408 20019 876.490 23626 9655625 60627 7752, 3, 4, and 12 months (with
removal of infant
meningococcal group C
conjugate vaccine cost)

NP321 50015 442.389 41126 7245575 55527 5232, 4, and 12 months

NP428 60021 170.592 47727 6475715 69328 2052, 3, 4, and 12 months with 2
dose catch up in 1-4 years

NP1 265 30010 211.015 3535 2181281 0135 04513 years

NP1 264 50010 537.116 0645 4731321 0455 20413 years with 2 dose catch up
in 14-17 years

NP546 00031 045.7105 50432 1576896 61332 7902, 3, 4, and 12 months and 13
years

NP455 90025 654.0104 67931 9156846 56232 5382, 4, and 12 months and 13
years

NP483 10026 192.8104 81631 9556856 56732 5632, 3, 4, and 12 months and 13
years switching after 10 years
to 2, 4, and s12 months and 13
years

QALY=quality adjusted life year; NP=not possible (vaccine <£1/dose).
*Additional cost of vaccination less costs averted through reduction in cases.
†Figures rounded to nearest 100.
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Figures

Fig 1 Dynamic model structure. “No vaccination” model consists of grey boxes and blue arrows; “with vaccination” model
includes red shaded boxes and red dashed arrows in addition. Once individuals acquire carriage they have chance of
developing disease, resulting in either survival without sequelae, survival with sequelae, or death. S= susceptible
non-vaccinated; M=infected carrier of vaccine preventablemeningococcal strain; N=infected carrier of non-vaccine preventable
meningococcal strain; VSI=susceptible vaccinated and immune; VMI=infected carrier of vaccine preventable meningococcal
strain, vaccinated and immune; VNI=infected carrier of non-vaccine preventable meningococcal strain, vaccinated and
immune; VS=susceptible vaccinated not immune; VM=infected carrier of vaccine preventable meningococcal strain,
vaccinated not immune; VN=infected carrier of non-vaccine preventable meningococcal strain, vaccinated not immune;
λm=force of infection for vaccine preventable meningococcal strains; λn=force of infection for non-vaccine preventable
meningococcal strains; κ=vaccine efficacy against carriage acquisition; u=vaccine uptake; w=waning vaccine protection;
b=vaccination booster; i=age; t=time. Reprinted from Christensen et al8with permission from Elsevier

Fig 2 Number of cases of meningococcal disease over time in England and Wales. Principal data from Notifications of
Infectious Disease (NOIDS) for England and Wales,38 39 with sections indicating diseases reported during different time
periods. Reference lines for England estimates based on hospital episode statistics data
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Fig 3 Effect on annual disease cases of alternate vaccination strategies. VEC=vaccine efficacy against carriage, SC=strain
coverage, CU=one-off catch up vaccination. Switching strategy refers to routine vaccination infant at 2, 3, 4, and 12 months
and adolescent at 13 years (two doses), switching after 10 years to routine infant at 2, 4, and 12 months and adolescent
at 13 years (two doses)
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Fig 4 Cases averted through routine adolescent vaccination by age group at selected time points since start of vaccination,
with different assumptions on vaccine efficacy against carriage acquisition (VEC)
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Fig 5 Effect on annual cases of disease of varying assumptions for vaccine strain coverage and efficacy against carriage
acquisition for routine infant or adolescent vaccination. VEC=vaccine efficacy against carriage, SC=strain coverage
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